
 

 

Noun Worksheet 

 

1.Instructions: Write the noun(s) in each sentence. 

 

1.The cat chased the mouse under the table. 

2.My favorite color is blue. 

3.The book on the shelf is red. 

4.We went to the zoo to see the animals. 

5.The children played in the park on the swings and slides. 

6.The nurse gave me a band-aid for my cut. 

7.I love eating pizza with my friends on Friday nights. 

8.The movie was really scary. 

9.The soccer team won the game 2-1. 

10.I need to buy new shoes for school. 

 

Answer Key: 

 

1.cat, mouse, table 

2.color 

3.book, shelf 

4.zoo, animals 

5.children, park, swings, slides 

6.nurse, band-aid, cut 

7.pizza, friends, nights 

8.movie 

9.soccer team, game 

10.shoes, school 

 

2.Instructions: Fill in the blanks with the correct noun(s). 

 

 



 

 

1.The chased the under the . 

2.My favorite is . 

3.The on the is . 

4.We went to the to see the . 

5.The played in the on the and . 

6.The gave me a for my . 

7.I love eating with my on nights. 

8.The was really . 

9.The team won the 2-1. 

10.I need to buy new for . 

 

Answer Key: 

 

3.Instructions: Write the nouns in each sentence. 

 

cat, mouse, table 

color, blue 

book, shelf, red 

zoo, animals 

children, park, swings, slides 

nurse, band-aid, cut 

pizza, friends, Friday 

movie, scary 

soccer, game 

shoes, school 

 

1.The bird flew high in the sky. 

2.Sarah and Tom went to the beach to swim in the ocean. 

3.The flowers in the garden are beautiful. 

4.The doctor examined the patient in the hospital. 

5.The bakery sold delicious cakes and cookies. 



 

 

6.The sun sets in the west. 

7.The waiter brought us the menu at the restaurant. 

8.The students learned about history in their class. 

9.The car stopped at the red light. 

 

10.The baby slept peacefully in the crib. 

 

Answer Key: 

 

bird, sky 

Sarah, Tom, beach, ocean 

flowers, garden 

doctor, patient, hospital 

bakery, cakes, cookies 

sun, west 

waiter, menu, restaurant 

students, history, class 

car, light 

baby, crib 

 

4.Instructions: Identify the nouns in each sentence. 

 

The cat climbed up the tree. 

The car drove down the road. 

The children played with the ball in the park. 

The teacher gave us homework to do. 

The boy rode his bike to the store. 

The phone rang loudly in the quiet room. 

The nurse checked the patient’s vitals in the hospital. 

The artist painted a beautiful picture. 

The dog barked at the mailman. 



 

 

The city is full of tall buildings. 

Answer Key: 

 

cat, tree 

car, road 

children, ball, park 

teacher, homework 

boy, bike, store 

phone, room 

nurse, patient, vitals, hospital 

artist, picture 

dog, mailman 

city, buildings 


